2006 hundai

Each ranking was based on 9 categories. Here is the summary of top rankings. The price and
selection was great nice cars low miles reasonable proces. We bought the car for our Grandson.
Very good for such an old car. Hatchback great for urban shopping in tight spaces. Peppy
engine and great gas mileage for compact car of its size. Pros: Designed like a Saab hatchback,
this car has a sleek and European feel when you drive it. Good car for traction on snow and ice.
Cool comfortable air conditioning. Cons: Sets lower to the ground and could be a change for
former SUV drivers. Never broke down for any reason. No hidden clanks or irritants. Last year
Hyundai made the Elantra designed like a Saab styled hatchback. Airbags and steel sided doors
made me feel safe while driving. No blind spots. Pros: Comfortable for long drives. Lumbar
support on driver's seat. Cool air conditioning. Front wheel drive and distance to the ground
overall made it a controllable car on snow and ice. Cons: Sporty lower passage in and out of
car. Not for those used to SUV heights. Not much leg room, and not a lot of power going up a
hill, but over all a good little beater. I put about 5 grand into mine, but the previous owner didn't
stay up to date with maintenance. Cons: Small trunk Under powered Upkeep costs. Was A Great
Car Overall â€” Overall, I loved my Elantra, and would still be driving out had it not been totaled
in an accident recently. I bought it new, and with exception of a couple of annoying quirks, it
treated me well. It was good on gas, even with all the junk that had accumulated in the trunk. It
was reliable, and held up very well when I unavoidably rear-ended another vehicle on the
highway at approximately mph. The car was a total loss - airbag deployed, front smashed in,
hood crumpled, windshield cracked, but the interior was fully intact, so definitely a safe car. The
only problems I had the quirks were 1. Small door-mounted speaker cover somehow broke, 2.
Fortunately this happened when the bumper-to-bumper warranty was still in effect. Overall, I
would highly recommend buying this car as a second around-town car, as a commuter car for a
college student, or as a first car for a young driver. Pros: Good fuel economy, safe car, good
visibility, lots of bang for the buck with standard features. Cons: Weak acceleration on highway,
no standard ABS, little quirks. Good Economy Car â€” I enjoyed driving this car. Took it on
many trips to upstate NY and got gas mileage was good and fairly comfortable with 4 people in
the car. It's a little tight with 3 larger people in the back seat. Pros: Good gas mileage, good
warranty, comfortable. Not Bad! Dependable â€” Love my car, plan to keep it for family
members to use when needed. Car has been dependable and the maintenance has been
minimal. Changed all of the drive belts and the manufactured parts are long lasting. No real
issues. Pros: Excellent car, no real issues with it because i maintained it. The features are great,
they work well when driving and definitely makes the car worth it. Read More. Elantra is a great
car! I had an 07 with , miles and spent less on repairs for the Elantra than any car I have owned.
Just bought Elantra and love it! I am sure it will be as good, Read More. Good value. Car
handles well and is fun to drive. The negatives: Very basic features. No Sirius XM capabilities,
no keyless entry, no push button start. It was in my price range. I asked a tow driver who is also
a mechanic and he stated that he rarely towed them or worked on them so I guess that would
make them pretty reliable. The worst transmission. The has the new CVT technology. Much
better ride Read More. I think its great for the price. Has almost all the bells and whistles. I did
not like this car at the price Read More. I picked this make and model because of the safety
awards and economic gas mileage. The Elantra Limited comes with much more feathers then
the standard model, I wanted leather, heated seats and this h This car usually come with
manufacturers issues that showing 3 to 4 years after car are in used. Many Elantra unable to
pass point test. Be aware Read More. Have you driven a Hyundai Elantra? Rank This Car. User
Reviews. View reviews where users commented on categories. Clear selections. Guru94WJ4R
writes:. Is this review helpful? Yes No. Hilton writes:. Back Seats:. Primary Use: Commuting to
work Pros: Designed like a Saab hatchback, this car has a sleek and European feel when you
drive it. Is this helpful? Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Comfortable for long drives.
Christopher writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Good fuel economy, safe car, good
visibility, lots of bang for the buck with standard features. Primary Use: Commuting to work
Pros: Good gas mileage, good warranty, comfortable. Cons: lackluster acceleration. Pros: It
runs. Cons: It wont start. Princess writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Excellent car,
no real issues with it because i maintained it. Cons: Depreciative value. Paul writes:. Cons: too
small. Reviews From Other Years. Read all Hyundai Elantra reviews. Read all 10 Hyundai Elantra
reviews. Read all 3 Hyundai Elantra reviews. Read all 9 Hyundai Elantra reviews. Cars compared
to Hyundai Elantra. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Hyundai
Elantra to Related Models. Select Year Yes No Looking for a Used Elantra in your area? Very
good for such an old car Is this review helpful? Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Good
fuel economy, safe car, good visibility, lots of bang for the buck with standard features Cons:
Weak acceleration on highway, no standard ABS, little quirks 9 of 9 people found this review
helpful. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Good gas mileage, good warranty, comfortable

Cons: lackluster acceleration 4 of 4 people found this review helpful. Pros: It runs Cons: It wont
start 3 of 5 people found this review helpful. Cons: Depreciative value 9 of 9 people found this
review helpful. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. NHTSA rates crash-tested
vehicles by assigning them one to five stars, with five stars indicating the most injury protection
and one star indicating the least protection. An electrical short within the ABS Module may
cause an engine compartment fire, even when the car is turned off, increasing the risk of an
injury. Hyundai will notify owners, and dealers will install a relay in the vehicle's main junction
box to prevent the risk of an ABS short-circuit while the car is turned off, free of charge. The
recall began on February 19, Owners may call Hyundai at Hyundai's number for this recall is We
get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights
on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good,
right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content.
Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. Safety Features Crash Rating Recalls. Overall
Rollover Rating. Side Barrier Rating Driver. Overall Side. REMEDY Hyundai will notify owners,
and dealers will install a relay in the vehicle's main junction box to prevent the risk of an ABS
short-circuit while the car is turned off, free of charge. Research Another Vehicle. We notice
you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable
adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down
menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending
on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey
again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few
seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to
experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your
browser. Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for
predicting how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most
comprehensive reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received
from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used
vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission,
and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability.
Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this
message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information
here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance?
Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Hyundai Elantra Change Vehicle.
Although well-equipped, the Elantra is largely basic transportation. The ride is comfortable,
especially on the highway and the cabin is quiet. Handling is secure, but neither agile nor
sporty. Fuel economy is unimpressive, but acceleration is on par with other small sedans. This
version of the Elantra's IIHS offset-frontal-crash-test score has improved to Good and its overall
crash protection is average. There is 1 recall on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability.
View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine
Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive
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System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power
Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on
information received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability
history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential
trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the
electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide
data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year.
Read Recall Details. What should you do:. Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall
Details. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop
Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation
Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews.

